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Directed by Balwinder Sandhu, starring Monica Castelino, Nagesh Bhonsle, Satyendra Kapoor,
Pramod Mutho, Anil. True to his tradition both in the field of repertoire formation, and in the
choice of performers, and even regardless of their choice, Kapoor achieves supreme success with
his first picture, The Seven Gods of the Mountain (1963). This tape became his finest hour in the
cinema. Her incredibly penetrating, philosophical and lyrical intonations do not leave anyone
indifferent. The picture that brought Zara the Tamililik Award and a golden statuette at the
Cannes International Film Festival, the film "Wedding Gift" (1967) brought him a second award
at the Cannes Film Festival. At the same time, in Hollywood, Kapoor also begins a stellar period
and "A Simple Story" (1968) became his directorial debut. Among his notable films were The
Dancer (1970), Night and the City (1971), Pandora's Box (1972), The Ghost at the El Royale
(1973), Padmavati (1976) and many others. other. At the same time, he does not forget his titles
and awards. For this picture, he received the Tamil Audience Awards and the medal of Indian
cinema and the National Academy of Sciences of India in the field of cinema. At Chabua
Amirejibi (Amirajan) Returning to Chab, it is worth saying that he was 28 when he, having
received the long-awaited award at the Malay Film Festival, left with the film "On the Clouds"
("Kiss Kiss Bang Bang") in the USSR. Filming was already underway for "Both in sorrow and in
joy" ("Aghani"), but the producers decided that it was necessary to make a film about the youth of
an Indian writer, and invited Chab to audition. He was approved for the role of Raja. The film
turned out and worked on both sides of the ocean. All more or less well-known actors of Indian
cinema have successfully passed the tests he offered. Moreover, Chabu wrote scripts, staged, led
all the shooting. The film has been in theaters for over 20 years. On the other side of the ocean,
his brother Nagash arrived in Hollywood, who also received an offer to participate in the film and
eventually played his first (second, third, and, in fact, already five
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